Consultant rankings: Kienbaum takes the top spots

PRESS RELEASE
Kienbaum named Germany’s Top
Human Resource Management and
Executive Search Consultants
Cologne, 17 May 2017 The consultants of Kienbaum are the best choice when it comes to finding,
developing, and managing personnel: This year’s consulting industry report by brand eins Wissen
and Statista lists Kienbaum as the premier provider in the “human resource & coaching” ranking.
Kienbaum also takes the top spot in the executive search ranking of Focus.
Kienbaum has maintained its top placement for HR management and executive search services for
the fourth year running. The firm has also taken the second place in the brand eins ranking for
change management and transformation services. Kienbaum achieves its best rating for its
industry expertise in the public sector, taking the third place overall in the industry.
The business journal brand eins has teamed up with Statista for the fourth edition of its
comprehensive check-up of Germany’s consulting industry. For the purpose, brand eins has spoken
to around 1800 executives at leading consulting firms and approx. 1500 leading managers of their
clients about their first choice of providers for different consulting disciplines.
Source: “brand eins Thema Consulting” (in German only), Issue 6, May/July 2017, €9.50. The issue
is available in stores and at the brand eins online shop.

Kienbaum. Inspiring. Different.
Kienbaum Consultants International is an HR and management consulting enterprise that puts people at the heart
of its consulting portfolio. It is dedicated to moving people in organizations on their way to successful changes
and transformations. Kienbaum actively supports its clients with executive search, human capital services, change
and organization consulting, and communication services. Its interdisciplinary teams can draw on decades of
consulting experience, intensive industry knowhow, and the practice -oriented research produced by Kienbaum’s
dedicated research institute. Kienbaum was founded more than 70 years ago and is still being managed by the
Kienbaum family and its managing partners. From its head offices in Gummersbach, Kienbaum operates offices i n
18 countries across four continents.
www.kienbaum.com
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